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April showers bring May flowers, so let's welcome the blooms!

Teas and herbs blended with flowers create astonishing aromatic and soothing

infusions. Flowering teas are handcrafted by artisans, individually crafted from

tea leaves and flowers, hand-sewn into a bulb. We're offering some of our

floral blends on sale for a limited time. This May, Say it with Flowers!

OrderOrder
NowNow

ALL NEW!ALL NEW!
Available for a Limited Time!Available for a Limited Time!

BLUE OOLONGBLUE OOLONG 
Our popular Makaibari Oolong blended

with Butterfly Pea Flowers. With its
distinct blue color, it's as beautiful as

it is flavorful. Say it with Flowers!
1 lb. packs On Sale @ $15/lb.1 lb. packs On Sale @ $15/lb.

Buy Now!Buy Now!

https://ecoprimatea.com/
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https://3f1pdujfye3tpuk8-2086502469.shopifypreview.com/collections/organic-oolongs/products/org-moonflower-oolong
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Sales & Specials!

Artisanal green tea,

individually hand-tied to

achieve pure beauty when

infused in water.

Approximately 60-70 teaballs

in 1 lb. and about 4-5

teaballs in an ounce. Only

one teaball needed for 16 oz.

of water.

On sale for $32/lb.On sale for $32/lb.
Regularly $35 for 1 lb.

A remarkable jasmine that
will please your eyes, nose

and palate. High quality
green tea, individually rolled

and scented with fine
jasmine buds picked right
before they bloom. Watch

them unfurl into full leaves. 

On sale for $31/lb.On sale for $31/lb.
Regularly $34/lb. for 2 lbs.



The elegance of Ti Kwan Yin
Oolong, and the fragrance of

Jasmine. We blended a
lightly oxidized Organic

Oolong with Organic Jasmine
and the result is an aromatic,

fragrant, uplifting
cup. Certified Organic.

On sale at $15/lb.On sale at $15/lb.
Regularly $16/lb. for 2 lbs.

BuyBuy
NowNow

BuyBuy
NowNow

BuyBuy
NowNow

Read our blog about the fascinating language of flowers and the meaning
behind them, as well as details on our own teas with flowers.

Read Our BlogRead Our Blog

Sales subject to change without notice. Email us at info@ecoprimatea.com.
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